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Stiletto® Brings Next Advancement to TIBONE™ All-Titanium Framing Hammer Lineup 

 

As the premier brand of professional hammers on the market, Stiletto® provides the next 

advancement in titanium framing hammers with the introduction of their new TIBONE™ Titanium 

Framing Hammer lineup. Fully redesigned with improved tang durability, anti-rotational face 

design and replaceable colored grips, the new TIBONE™ Titanium Framing Hammers give 

framers, remodelers and pole barn construction professionals the durability and customization 

options they demand on the jobsite.  

 

The new lineup includes two 14oz and two 15oz TIBONE™ Titanium Framing Hammers, each 

available with a replaceable milled or smooth steel face, a mallet cap, and replacement grips in 

6 color options.  

 

“During jobsite testing, we gathered feedback from more than 1,000 users who highlighted 

recurring issues with existing framing hammers on the market having weak tang designs breaking 

prematurely, grips wearing away and failing, and magnet sets that gradually misalign over time,” 

says Jenny Murphy, Product Manager for Stiletto. “When designing the new TIBONE™ Titanium 

Framing Hammers, we conducted more than 40 stress tests and 1,100 hours of testing – including 

a pry test with 1,600 ft/lbs of force, and a striking test against hardened steel at 35 ft/sec – to 

deliver the most durable framing hammer on the market.”  
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Stiletto 14oz and 15oz TIBONE™ Titanium Framing Hammers    

Stiletto TIBONE™ Titanium Framing Hammers are designed to hit like steel, built with all-

titanium construction to minimize harmful recoil shock and vibration. The hammers weight 45% 

less than a standard steel hammer and reduce pain and fatigue.  

 

The Stiletto TIBONE™ 14oz and 15oz Titanium Framing Hammers feature a newly designed, 

more durable titanium handle with 1-piece assembly and overmolded grip for additional strength 

and longevity. All TIBONE™ models feature a 180° side nail puller to pull up to 16D (3-1/2”) 

carpentry nails, as well as a straight claw design suited for pulling 8D to 16D (2-1/2” to 3-1/2”) 

carpentry nails with ease. 

 

A redesigned magnetic nail set with brass bushing magnet allows for one-handed nail setting of 

1-1/4” and Duplex carpentry nails in hard-to-reach places without risking fallout. 

 

STILETTO® TIBONE™ Accessories 

The new TIBONE™ accessories are fully interchangeable. Replaceable steel faces, mallet cap 

and colored grips are all compatible with the new 14oz and 15oz TIBONE™ Hammer models, 

making it easy for users to replace the most consumable parts on the hammer while prolonging 

its life.  

 

The Stiletto Hi-Vis Pink Replacement Grip is the newest color addition to the replacement grip 

family, adding an additional replacement grip color option for users to personalize their hammer 

and stay visible on the job. All Stiletto Replacement Grips are compatible with the new 14oz and 

15oz TIBONE™ Titanium Framing Hammers, and the 10oz TRIMBONE™ Titanium Finish 



Hammer.  

 

The 14oz and 15oz TIBONE™ Titanium Framing Hammers come with a replaceable steel face, 

allowing users to choose between milled or smooth. The TIBONE™ Mallet Cap comes in hard 

(White) and is non-marring, allowing users to strike without damaging material and eliminating 

the need to carry multiple tools around the jobsite. 

 

STILETTO® TIBONE™ Titanium Hammers and Accessories 

STILETTO® TIBONE™ 15oz Milled/Curved Titanium Framing Hammer $299.99 
 
STILETTO® TIBONE™ 15oz Smooth/Curved Titanium Framing Hammer $299.99 
 
STILETTO® TIBONE™ 14oz Milled/Curved Titanium Framing Hammer $299.99 
 
STILETTO® TIBONE™ 14oz Smooth/Curved Titanium Framing Hammer $299.99 
 
STILETTO® TIBONE™ Replacement Milled Steel Face    $34.99 
 
STILETTO® TIBONE™ Replacement Smooth Steel Face   $34.99 
 
STILETTO® TIBONE™ Replacement Grip Hi Vis Pink    $34.99 
 
STILETTO® TIBONE™ Mallet Cap      $19.99 
 
 
About Stiletto 
STILETTO®, founded in 1849, is a leader in the premium hand tool industry. 
STILETTO® is synonymous with the titanium hammer of choice for thousands of 
building professionals around the globe. The company introduced iconic new-to-world 
features like the side nail puller and magnetic nail starter that have now become 
industry standards. 
 
STILETTO® is driven to define the future of hand tools by bringing breakthrough 
innovation and highly specialized features for carpenters, framers, and remodelers 
unlike anything else on the market. 
  
STILETTO® is a division of Brookfield, Wisconsin-based Milwaukee Electric Tool 



Corporation. For more information on the full line of STILETTO® products, please call 1-
800-987-1849 (USA/CAN) or visit www.stiletto.com. 
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